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Four Propositions

1. Supply chains in complex financialised economies largely do not 
presuppose trust to function.

2. Blockchain technologies in supply chains is not about instituting trust 
but aims to increase dependability in conditions of zero trust.

3. Informational dependability is not about the truth. It is about a body 
of common knowledge as a basis for action.

4. Transparency is not a precondition of trust. It is the reverse.



Blockchain Possibilities

Improve supply chain 
outcomes without the need to 
presuppose either trust or 
truth.



Supply Chains - circuits & flows

1. Products
2. Money 
3. Information 

about products



Supply chain function

1. Cost recovery.
2. Surplus value and its 

distribution.



Capricious conduct 

1. Information asymmetry is 
precondition for capricious 
conduct.

2. Capricious conduct is a 
fundamental uncertainty.

3. Uncertainty and risk are different.



Blockchain attributes

1. Ensuring the application data state is 
valid

2. The process of state validation is 
transparent to the relevant group

3. The state records are irreversible
4. The data is censorship and fraud resistant

Capricious 
Proof



Consensus mechanism

The mechanism’s purpose is to enable the 
secure updating of a state in accordance with 
specific state change rules, where the right to 
perform the state update is distributed 
amongst some set of economic agents.



Oracles

1. Data messenger.
2. Identity is critical.
3. Source of authority.



Data and Things

This is not a pipe.



Common knowledge 
1. Everyone believes something (Y) is true.
2. Everyone believes that everyone believes 

something (Y) is true.
3. Everyone believes that everyone believes 

that everyone believes that something (Y) 
is true ..... and so on .....



Janus

1. Blockchains are robust 
records of the past.

2. But its true power is its ability 
to be forward looking as 
well.



Mechanism Design

1. Specify desired future data 
states (utilities).

2. Design incentive mechanisms 
to nudge actor choices 
towards a stable state.

3. Create economic markets for 
data about things.



A large and growing 
market in which 
“country of origin” is a 
key consideration ...



Provenance value



Examples
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